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Summary
This article takes a deeper look at the drivers of the momentum factor. A traditional momentum strategy
involves buying winners and selling losers based on the past 12 months returns. This strategy can be
amplified by selecting stocks within the Winner-minus-Loser portfolio that have high implied idiosyncratic
volatility (IVOL), extracted from option prices. The short portfolio of high IVOL loser stocks generates
significant underperformance, due these stocks being overpriced by investors for their lottery-like payoffs.
The amplified momentum strategy nearly doubles the Sharpe ratio of traditional momentum and has a
significant 3-Factor alpha of 1.40% over a 20-year period.

Introduction
The momentum phenomenon is one of the most extensively studied topics in financial economics since the
seminal paper by (Jegadeesh and Titman 1993). The strategy of buying recent winners and selling losers
outperforms the market on a risk-adjusted basis and is negatively correlated to traditional risk factors.
While the existence of momentum is clear, the underlying economic causes remain controversial.
In the context of a viable rational explanation, momentum profits represent compensation for bearing
skewness risk. Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) show that time-series momentum returns are negatively
skewed, which are highlighted by sporadic crashes. If skewness risk commands a negative premium, it
follows that stocks within the broader momentum portfolio that have greater cross-sectional positive
(negative) skewness should experience relative underperformance (outperformance). Jacobs, Regele, and
Weber (2015) demonstrate this notion empirically, by finding skewness is one of the most important crosssectional determinants of momentum.
Higher-order preferences like skewness would not be encompassed in a traditional factor model, such as
the CAPM. If this factor model is misspecified, there will be a relationship between portfolios sorted on the
residual component of model regression and future returns. Idiosyncratic volatility (IVOL) is the sum of
these squared residuals and is firm-specific volatility not attributable to broader market fluctuations.
Historical IVOL from realized returns provides a good candidate predictor for a security’s skewness
exposure; However, this measure is inherently backward-looking. Implied IVOL provides a stronger indicator
of higher-order risks or behavioral biases, since it represents future expectations extracted from options
prices.
In this article, I use implied idiosyncratic volatility as a proxy for information reflected in the options market
regarding higher-order risks and firm-specific fundamental news. The use of Implied IVOL is a valuable
sorting characteristic because it embeds expectations of extreme future returns, as opposed to other stocklevel characteristics (size, turnover, book-to-market, analyst forecast dispersion) which simply proxy for
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past extreme returns (Bandarchuk and Hilscher 2012). The objective of this research is to amplify the
traditional momentum portfolio by selecting a subset of securities within the loser (winner) portfolio that
have high (low) implied IVOL. This improved momentum strategy substantially outperforms a traditional
momentum benchmark over a 20-year period. The annualized return of amplified momentum is 7.16%
versus 2.70% for traditional momentum and is accompanied by a significantly improved Sharpe of 0.37
compared to 0.21.
The outperformance of this strategy can be attributed to the short positions in the loser-high IVOL leg,
which is primarily due to the positive expected skewness of high IVOL losers. Investors overpay for the
lottery like characteristics of these stocks, which earn negative excess returns. However, the heavy loading
on skewness risk in the short portfolio makes amplified momentum susceptible to deeper crashes than
traditional momentum. These large drawdowns of the strategy represent potential source of discomfort to
the conservative investor.
Fortunately, momentum risk is highly predictive in the time-series (Barroso and Santa-Clara 2015). Using
this empirical fact, the risk of amplified momentum can also be managed effectively to reduce crashes. Risk
management successfully reduces the size of the drawdown from 72% to 20.3% for amplified momentum
and increases the Sharpe from 0.36 to 0.58. The combination of amplified momentum and volatility
management results in a strategy that far outperforms simple momentum and the market over a 20-year
sample. In the following sections, the theory, methodology, and results associated with the implementation
of amplified momentum are addressed.

Methodology & Data
Data on U.S. security prices and implied volatility is collected from the OptionMetrics IvyDB database for the
period of January 1999 to September 2018. To my knowledge, this sample is the longest spanning study
conducted utilizing implied IVOL. The universe of securities is limited to optionable stocks with valid implied
volatilities, and the price of these securities also must be greater than $10 upon portfolio formation. There is
a significant practical implication to this filter, since restriction of the sample to optionable securities
enforces a larger average market capitalization on the momentum portfolio than other comparable studies
that utilize the entire CRSP universe.
Stocks are sorted at the end of every month into deciles by their past cumulative return t-12 to t-1 standard
momentum (Jegadeesh and Titman 1993). Next, implied IVOL is extracted from option prices. Firm-level
variance can be expressed as a function of beta, market variance, and an idiosyncratic component:

Where
and

is firm-level implied volatility,

is market implied volatility taken from S&P 500 index options,

is implied idiosyncratic volatility. For each security, 3-year rolling betas are calculated using daily
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returns. At the end of every month, implied volatilities are extracted from the OptionMetrics volatility
surface. The implied volatility is estimated as the average of the 50-delta call and put surface points at a 30day maturity. The 50-delta moneyness is a natural choice for estimating implied IVOL, since it well
established that at-the-money IVs represent an unbiased expectation of future volatility. Additionally, an
advantage of using the smoothed surface over individual option IVs is the reduction in noise as opposed to
single options quotes.
Portfolios are formed by sorting stocks on momentum then conditional sorting on implied IVOL. Figure 1
displays equal-weighted average monthly portfolio returns for double sorted momentum-IVOL portfolios.
The most glaring result is that the high implied IVOL loser portfolio has significant underperformance
(0.084% monthly) relative to all other portfolios. Focusing on the loser decile, the spread between the low
implied IVOL and high implied IVOL stocks is a substantial 70 bp. The extremely poor performance of High
IVOL stocks provides evidence that the subset of these stocks is the central driver of the observed losses in
the broader loser portfolio.
This pattern of extreme differences in portfolios returns in not observed for the winner portfolios sorted by
implied-IVOL. The return spread between the Low-IVOL winners and high-IVOL winners is only a minor 28
bp. This asymmetry indicates the investors have an inherently different set of preferences or biases towards
recent losers compared to recent winners. This idea is explored more in the theory section.
Figure 1
Equal Weighted Monthly Portfolio Returns on
Momentum and Implied IVOL
Strategy
Low
Medium
High
Loser
0.786%
0.762%
0.084%
2
0.634%
0.685%
0.790%
3
0.855%
0.982%
0.819%
4
0.719%
0.804%
0.984%
5
0.800%
1.093%
0.625%
6
0.788%
0.865%
0.937%
7
0.855%
0.979%
1.109%
8
0.791%
0.957%
0.881%
9
0.864%
1.154%
1.012%
Winner
1.100%
1.266%
0.812%
Amplified
Momentum
1.0154%
(Low IVOL W–High
(t-stat: 1.7854, p-value: 0.0754)
IVOL L)
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Using a bottom-up selection approach, the traditional winner-minus-loser (WML) portfolio can be amplified
by buying low implied IVOL winners and selling high implied IVOL losers. This strategy produces a monthly
return of 1.02% with a t-stat of 1.79, which is significant at a 10% confidence level. Amplified momentum
represents a substantial 52 bp improvement over traditional momentum (0.52% monthly), with only a
modest increase in volatility (30.4% vs. 26.8%).
In order to verify the efficacy of this result, the double sort is reversed by first sorting on implied IVOL and
then conditionally sorting on momentum. If high IVOL stocks are indeed the driver of the overall momentum
factor, one would expect to see strongest WML returns for securities with the largest implied IVOL. Figure 2
verifies this intuition; WML returns increase monotonically from 0.154% to 0.735% with increasing IVOL.
This result makes it apparent that the short leg of the losers is the primary factor for the high returns in the
high IVOL group and is consistent with results from Figure 1. The next section addresses the economic
theory behind amplified momentum.

Figure 2
Implied
Average Monthly
Momentum
IVOL
Return
1

Loser

0.629%

1

Winner

0.782%

WML

0.154%

2

Loser

0.782%

2

Winner

1.041%

WML

0.260%

3

Loser

0.235%

3

Winner

0.970%

WML

0.735%

Theory
The results in this article carry interesting theoretical implications for the broader momentum factor. The
finding of that momentum profitability is primarily attributed to the short loser portfolio is consistent with
other previous research. However, it appears that not all losers are equal. This article poses several
potential explanations between the return differences to High-implied IVOL winners and losers.
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One promising explanation for this asymmetry can be derived from differing skewness exposures. (Barberis
and Huang 2008) demonstrate that under cumulative prospect theory, investors can have preferences for
positively skewed securities which can lead to overpricing. This is akin to a desire for “lottery-like” stock
characteristics. Therefore, if High-IVOL losers are positively skewed, then these securities should command
a negative premium. Jacobs et al. (2016) empirically confirm this notion, as the authors find the momentum
strategy can be enhanced by selecting stocks with positive (negative) skewness within loser (winner)
portfolio.
While firm implied IVOL embeds information regarding future skewness exposure, implied IVOL simply
serving as a proxy for skewness risk is only a partial explanation. This is highlighted by the performance
spread between high-implied IVOL losers and winners (high implied IVOL winners do not exhibit low
returns). The asymmetry in portfolio returns points to additional behavioral affects specific to past losers. A
supplementary explanation is that preferences are reference dependent on whether an investor is in the
loss or gain region of their utility function. (Wang, Yan and Yu 2016) demonstrate that when investors are
exposed to losses, they can become risk-seeking resulting in a negative risk-return relationship. The authors
find that stocks with high idiosyncratic volatility have considerably lower returns among all stocks with low
capital gains overhang. This result is consistent with notion that risk-seeking investors overprice recent
losers that have high implied IVOL, leading to ensuing lower returns.
A similar alternative explanation relates IVOL to earnings momentum. (Wong 2011) finds that high IVOL
stocks experience negative earnings surprises before and after portfolio formation. This implies slow
information diffusion and an initial underreaction to negative news. In other words, high-implied IVOL
losers continue to surprise investors with bad fundamentals.

Performance
The next section of this article discusses the historical performance of the momentum strategy. Figure 3
displays the historical performance of amplified momentum relative to a traditional momentum strategy
and the S&P 500 benchmark. Over nearly a 20-year backtest, amplified momentum exhibits significant
outperformance to simple momentum and the market. During this period, $10,000 invested at the end of
1999 would have yielded over $39,000 for amplified momentum, compared to only $16,294 for a traditional
strategy and $23,706 for the market. This implies amplified momentum has a CAGR of 7.2%, which is over
2.5 greater than its traditional counterpart (2.70%) and only slightly higher annualized volatility (30.4% vs.
26.8%).
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Figure 3

Figure 4 presents statistics for each strategy. These results provide further evidence the amplified
momentum is a dominant strategy from a risk-adjusted standpoint. Amplified momentum exhibits a bigger
Sharpe (0.365) and a highly significant 3-Factor of 1.40%. In contrast, traditional momentum during this
time does not have an alpha significantly different from zero.

Figure 4
Strategy

Sharpe

Alpha

Annualized
Vol

Annual
Return

Drawdown

Amplified
Momentum

0.365

0.01396**

30.38%

7.16%

72.20%

Traditional
Momentum

0.205

0.00534

26.75%

2.70%

67.20%

S&P 500

0.258

-

14.26%

4.46%

51.80%

**significant at 1%
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However, amplified momentum is not a purely free-lunch. The strategy is susceptible to more dramatic
crashes than simple momentum, leading to larger drawdowns and negative skewness in returns. These
drawdowns are particularly evident during March 2001 and April 2009. During these times the amplified
strategy posted minimum one-month returns of -27% and -45%, respectively. Ultimately, crashes are an
inherent side-effect of the construction of the short-leg of the strategy. The losers are conditioned to have
high implied IVOL, which has a large exposure to positive skewness risk. (Daniel and Moskowitz 2016) note
that during market rebounds, the WML portfolio behaves like a short call option with strong negative
market exposure. Amplified momentum intensifies this convexity, exposing it to deep crashes when the
market recovers.
Fortunately, this problem can be mitigated relatively easily using a volatility scaling approach. (Barroso and
Santa-Clara 2015) show that momentum risk is highly predictable in the time-series using daily realized
returns. The authors use this estimate to scale the long-short portfolio to have constant volatility, instead of
constant leverage. This article utilizes a similar approach in order to reduce the amplified strategy’s
skewness and crash exposure.
Following (Barroso and Santa-Clara 2015), the variance forecast is estimated from the previous six-months
of amplified WML daily returns. This is expressed as:

where
is the variance forecast, and
are daily returns of the WML portfolio. Given this variance
forecast, the WML returns can be scaled as followed:

where the risk managed returns are scaled to ratio of target volatility over volatility forecast
multiplied
by the Our strategy is scaled to have a 13% volatility annually. At the end of each month, the leverage in the
WML portfolio is adjusted by the ratio the target level over the estimated volatility. Figure 5 represents a
time-series variance forecast estimate for amplified momentum. Prior to April 2009 there is an evident spike
in the variance estimate, which foreshadows the most tumultuous month for the momentum strategy.
Under this forecast, the original amplified strategy is scaled down to only 20% of its original exposure.
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Figure 5

Figure 6 shows the growth of $10,000 under risk managed momentum (amplified), non-risk managed
momentum (amplified), and traditional momentum. The first clear advantage risk management provides is
the reduction in drawdown size. During the April 2009, risk-managed momentum substantially cuts the
drawdown from 72% to 20.3%. This represents a reduction in negative skewness of -1.15 to -0.19. Secondly,
it increases the Sharpe ratio considerably from 0.36 for 0.58 compared to no risk management. Ultimately,
the risk-managed (amplified) momentum ends up being the most profitable strategy, resulting in growth to
$47,636 over 20 years. While the amplified momentum strategy comes at cost of higher negative skewness,
the results in figure 5 demonstrate this problem can be easily alleviated by scaling the strategy to have a
fixed level of volatility.
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Figure 6

Conclusion
This article demonstrates that the standard momentum strategy can be substantially improved by isolating
securities based on their option implied idiosyncratic volatility. In a broader sense, this article allows finds
that high implied IVOL securities are the driver of the overall momentum phenomenon. A new amplified
momentum strategy is proposed that selects securities within the loser (winner) portfolio that have high
(low) implied IVOL greatly outperforms a traditional momentum strategy over a 20-year subsample This is
reflected by the large increase in annualized returns (7.16% compared to 2.70% for traditional).
Amplified momentum’s strong performance is attributed to short high-IVOL losers. This is due to their
higher positive skewness and lottery-like characteristics which leads to overpricing. However, the loser leg’s
exposure to positive skewness makes this strategy vulnerable to deeper crashes than regular momentum.
This unappealing characteristic is remedied by scaling the strategy to run constant volatility, instead of
constant leverage. Using the variance of daily realized returns for the WML portfolio, future volatility of the
strategy is estimated. This estimated value is used to adjust the amount invested in the long and short legs
to match the target level of volatility. The new risk managed strategy successfully reduces the size and
frequency of drawdowns and increases the Sharpe ratio. This technique applied to amplified momentum
creates a resulting strategy which far surpasses the benefits of well-known vanilla momentum.
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